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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Background
The ‘You Make It’ programme is a structured empowerment programme founded in
2011 by CEO and East-End resident Asma Shah. The programme is aimed at
unemployed and underemployed young women from East London and comprises
of mentoring, workshops, 1-1 therapy and pastoral care, work placements, start-up
experience, a Ladies’ Den (for enterprising women to pitch start-up ideas) and a
graduation event.
Between 2011-2020, You Make It delivered 14 programmes working with a total of
330 women. This evaluation reports on the experiences of our 13th and 14th cohorts,
which launched in Spring and August 2020, and examines the change in
beneficiaries’ attitudes on a range of indicators (size of social network, size of
professional network, etc) changing employment and benefits status, the views of
mentors. It also reports on six case studies of individual participants’ experiences
from these programmes.

Participants’ Experiences and Impacts
The participants are mainly from Black and South Asian backgrounds (88 per cent),
about a fifth (21 per cent) have caring responsibilities and just over half (57 per cent)
have been educated to a graduate level.
The programme has had a positive impact on all of the issues measured against,
with increased average scores on all indicators at both ‘measuring points’ (at the
outset of the programme and at the end). The scores are on a range of 1 (most
negative) to 5 (most positive). The average increase across all twenty factors is from
2.93 at entry to the programme up to 4.08 on completion.
Overall, participants report an increase in confidence levels, social skills,
communication skills, public speaking skills, as well as improvements in work-related
aspects, such as clarity on future goals and personal presentation online.
The proportion of participants claiming benefits has decreased from 71 per cent at
the start of the programme to 62 per cent at the endpoint. The proportion who
report their status as unemployed falls from 79 per cent at the start of the
programme to 64 per cent by the endpoint.
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A participant’s 12-month vision board following a Rebel Dreaming, values
and vision workshop.
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INTRODUCTION

2.1 Structure of the Original Programme
This structured empowerment programme is targeted at young unemployed and
underemployed women from East London, recruited mainly through outreach at
local job centres in Hackney and Tower Hamlets. A number of participants are
referred to the programme through alumni, local organisations and bulletins for
young people. Each typical face-to-face programme consists of the following
elements:
•

6 months of 1-1 mentoring with networked and nurturing professionals;

•

At least 20 half-day weekly workshops led by diverse professionals that explore
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themes around confidence, wellbeing, entrepreneurship and employment.
These rotate around a range of cultural, creative and city-based venues and work
to create a professional network for women along with strong peer support;
•

Access to 1-1 therapy, pastoral care and literacy support;

•

Short, fully-paid (or expenses-paid) work placements to build CV experience and
increase the attractiveness of participants to future employers;

•

Start-up experience with Trading Places, to practice start-up and employmentrelated skills;

•

Ladies’ Den for enterprising women to pitch start-up ideas to a panel of experts
in order to win 12 months of business coaching, grants from Green Hat
Foundation, access to co-working space and business start-up masterclasses;
and

•

Graduation at a leading cultural or City venue where graduates speak about
their experiences and next steps to a large networked audience of 150+

The aim of You Make It is to ensure that participants will:
•

Increase their social and professional networks to ensure that they are better
supported and motivated to become successful;

•

Improve their levels of self-esteem and confidence so that they are driven to
explore and embrace new opportunities; and

•

Increase their aspiration, skills, knowledge and experiences so they are no
longer powerless in the face of unemployment.

In addition to these participant-related objectives, it is also intended that You Make
It:
•

Provides value for money by achieving state savings, allowing young women to
become financially independent.
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2.2 COVID-19: Pivoting to an Online Programme
Within a week of the lockdown announcement in March 2020, the YMI team began
to develop a novel online format aimed at meeting the dynamic needs of
participants during the Covid-19 pandemic.
In this regard, extensive consultations were held with programme alumni and
prospective participants. The following key needs were emphasized -: structure,
routine and contact in these unprecedented times; maintenance of physical and
mental health, and knowledge of navigating job opportunities in an online world.
In light of the above, the YMI CEO was able to secure pro-bono consultancy to
support the team while navigating the new challenges of working digitally. The
team worked to create a bespoke online programme that responded to both
immediate and longer-term needs of participants.
In this regard, core elements of the programme - such as mentorship, therapy,
workshops and guest talks, continued with variations and improvements.
In addition, the programme incorporated new online elements aimed at meeting
specific lockdown needs. These included: weekly seminars; debate club; highprofile guest talks; yoga, mindfulness, cooking and fitness classes; the provision of
weekly fruit and vegetable boxes and care packages; and skills on how to find and
pitch for work online.
These new additions also sought to strengthen contact and deepen bonds between
participants who could not meet face-to-face.
Below are further details on YMI’s online programme, along with observations and
recommendations, where appropriate, for future programmes.
•

Mentoring

Following consultations with alumni and beneficiaries around the need for
routine and regular contact, it was decided to increase the frequency of contact
hours via mentoring support - offering weekly online mentoring across a 3month timeframe. Following the success of this way of working and feedback
from beneficiaries and mentors from the first online programme, the mentoring
timeframe was extended to offer 4-months of weekly online mentoring.
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Learning and Recommendations

Mentoring has happened with greater frequency online since it is easier for
mentors and mentees to meet (compared to physical meetings). This has had
positive outcomes as mentors and mentees have been able to build rapport
faster, and build momentum in a shorter space of time. As such, participants’
overall hours of contact with YMI increased significantly during the course of
online programmes.
According to many mentors, regular contact has also enhanced their own sense
of purpose and value during these difficult and isolating times.
In light of the above-mentioned positive experience, YMI will continue to offer
weekly online mentoring across a 4-month timeframe. Once COVID-19 and
lockdown restrictions ease, mentors and mentees will have the option to
conduct their mentoring sessions online as well as face-to-face.
Finally, following evaluations from mentors, greater support will be given to
mentors in upcoming programmes. YMI will conduct at least 2 group ‘check-ins’
for all mentors to attend across the 4-month programme, as well offer the
opportunities for individuals to access any further guidance from the YMI team
around navigating the mentoring relationship whenever the need arises. A list of
mentors and their respective roles will be compiled along with opportunities to
access and support each other.
•

1-1 Therapy

Therapy for beneficiaries has continued, but now takes place online, mainly via
Zoom. For beneficiaries who have limited privacy at home and are unable to
leave home, text-based therapy has been offered via WhatsApp which has too
been highly effective.
Staff were also able to access a small budget to access 12 weeks of online
therapy to support with their wellbeing whilst working on the frontline.
Learning and Recommendations

In the past, YMI faced financial and logistical challenges in trying to secure
physical spaces for participants’ therapy session. However, online therapy offers
many practical advantages. Multiple sessions can take place simultaneously at
no extra cost. Furthermore, YMI’s capacity - and ability to focus on other parts of
the programme has increased since staff do not have to devote resources to
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finding and securing physical locations. Therefore, heading into the future, YMI
will offer the option of online therapy on post-pandemic programmes.
The need for therapy continues to be very high (the majority of women entering
the programme face trauma and mental health issues, and the stress and anxiety
brought on by the pandemic is also another driver). During the first iteration of
the programme, thanks to COVID crisis funding via London Community
Response Fund, weekly therapy was offered to all participants (on average, prior
to the online programme 10-15 women opted for therapy). While ideally YMI
would like to offer therapy to all participants, due to budgetary constraints it will
have to reduce the number of participants who are offered therapy in the near
future, until further funding is secured.
YMI will therefore identify participants in critical need and only these participants
will be offered therapy. However, the difficulties here must be highlighted namely, prioritizing women who will qualify for therapy versus those who will not,
since the majority of women on the programme face some form of trauma. The
YMI team will seek to secure funding to ensure that the majority if not all
beneficiaries can access therapy.
Finally, therapy for YMI team members themselves remains a vital need and
resource. The team is solely made up of women of colour, who engage in work
involving trauma. Team members themselves form part of the group which
experiences systemic racism, and who are disproportionately affected by the
pandemic. Limited funding has been raised for ongoing therapy for the YMI
team. This is an area that should continue to receive support.
•

Workshops

Online workshops have continued to take place on a weekly basis. These expertled workshops were powerful and informative and took on a greater focus on
health, wellbeing, creativity and how to navigate and find employment and selfemployment opportunities online.
However, since they were not held in a physical space, YMI was unable to
achieve an integral objective of its programme – access and right to the city. In
the past, workshops have taken place in a variety of spaces across the city that
participants would ordinarily be unable to access including creative, cultural and
city organisations. Participants have previously cited feeling inspired and better
connected to their city by such new and meaningful engagement with these
organisations. Further, the nature of face-to-face workshops and the opportunity
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to socialise during lunch breaks and on their travels home further enabled
women to forge deeper bonds.
Learning and Recommendations

Workshops will be delivered online for as long as the Covid-19 situation persists
and it is unsafe to meet in person. However, once this situation changes,
workshops will revert to being held in person at partner organisations around the
city as per the original format.
A new challenge that has arisen during online workshops relates to the question
of how best to deal with participants’ distress and trauma during online sessions.
YMI’s experience has shown that it is more difficult to deal with participants’
trauma during online workshops, for logistical and other reasons - compared to
physical workshops. It is therefore proposed that a YMI staff member should
attend appropriate training to equip her to deal with trauma in the moment and
facilitate participants’ re-entry to the workshop without minimizing any distress
experienced.
•

‘My Story’ Inspirational Guest Talks

During the lockdown period, YMI continued delivering weekly inspirational guest
talks and were also able to secure a number of celebrity/high-profile guests due
to the nature of many industries being shut down in lockdown, High profile
guests included Riz Ahmed, Nikesh Shukla, Liv Little (Gal-Dem) and DJ Annie
Mac (BBC) and these additions gave beneficiaries an invaluable opportunity to
access tips and advice for career progression from figures they would otherwise
not have access to. YMI will seek to draw further high-profile speakers into future
programmes.
Learning and Recommendations

While the majority of guest talks will take place physically/ face to face, once the
situation with Covid eases, certain high-profile guest talks could still take place
online.
•

Healthy Living

(A) Grocery Boxes and Care Packages

During lockdown, YMI secured funding from National Lottery Community Fund
to provide weekly grocery/vegetable boxes to all participants in recognition of
9

rising food poverty amidst the pandemic. The team sourced boxes offered at a
discount by Karma whose mission is to reduce food waste across the food
industry.
In addition, women received two ‘care packages’ (welcome and mid-way),
consisting of a range of useful items to boost their health and wellbeing,
including Vitamin D supplements to prevent deficiencies. The following brands
supported this initiative by donating products to be distributed: Propercorn,
Emily Crisps, Coconut Merchant, Bounce, Daye, Weleda and Aesop.
Learning and Recommendations

YMI typically provides participants with lunches or breakfasts at physical
workshops and at other events - especially since women in the programme
come from lower income families and face financial difficulties. As such, YMI was
concerned to ensure that healthy living continued during lockdown. Participants
and their families expressed appreciation for grocery boxes - not only for the
nutritional aspects but also for the feeling of being cared for.
Beneficiaries also cited that care-packages offered useful products that helped
them feel more in control of their ‘self-care’ and wellbeing.
These aspects of the programme will continue in further online programmes.
(B) Fitness and Physical Wellbeing

YMI encouraged participants to follow a suitable exercise routine at home during
lockdown in order to maintain physical wellbeing. The team were able to source
volunteer Yoga instructors to facilitate weekly sessions via and Zoom and also
sponsored memberships to online fitness classes donated by Fiit App.
Learning and Recommendations

It appears that participants had exercised more routinely during the first
lockdown compared with the second cohort. There are multiple variables
affecting participants’ desire and/or ability to exercise at home, including the
fact that the easing of restrictions by the second programme had allowed
beneficiaries to exercise more freely in gyms and other spaces. YMI will continue
to offer online Yoga sessions and give further attention to this area since
promoting health and physical activity remains an important objective.
•

Bonding and Forming Networks
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New social activities were incorporated into the online programme so that
women could get to know each other better, build relationships, feel
empowered and maintain contact - despite not being together in the same
physical space. These activities will continue in future on-line programmes.
New activities include: online group cooking classes hosted by Made In
Hackney, and debate club hosted by the YMI team. Seminars were also held on
a weekly basis. A WhatsApp group chat was set up to link participants with each
other and the YMI team and to notify them about professional opportunities,
along with a newsletter for alumni offering access to online resources,
professional opportunities and tips to maintain wellbeing during lockdown.
•

Seminars

In recognition of the logistical complications of hosting workshops on Zoom, the
YMI team decided to add weekly seminars led by an experienced education
professional to increase interaction with and build beneficiaries’ confidence to
speak. At the weekly online seminars, participants could reflect on issues arising
from the weeks’ workshops, guest talks and comment on the social and political
affecting their day-to-day lives. Seminars took place in smaller groups so that
participants would feel freer to express their opinions and build bonds.
Seminars further offered structure, helped with confidence-raising, and added
significant value with beneficiaries citing this as one of the most beneficial
elements of the programme.
•

Debate Club

The YMI team decided to build in a Debate Club to allow beneficiaries to
discuss relevant topics and current affairs. These sessions gave the space and
support for beneficiaries to develop and articulate their views and arguments,
feel that their stances mattered and to raise confidence levels.
•

Weekly Tasks

To assist with structure and output, YMI created (optional) weekly tasks for
participants to delve deeper into the content covered in weekly workshops,
seminars and guest talks. Impressive content has emerged in the form of poetry,
vision boards, videos, illustrations and creative writing – with many beneficiaries
citing they have developed new skill-sets and passions that they were otherwise
unaware of.
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•

Ensuring a Relational Approach Online

YMI was concerned to ensure that the team itself got to know participants on a
deeper, individual level as with the highly relational, face-to-face programmes.
Specific points of contacts (in addition to regular dealing during the
programme’s operation) included: informational sessions during recruitment,
induction meetings, catch-ups with the CEO and Senior Partnerships Manager
and regular touch points with the Programmes Manager and Programmes
Administrator.
YMI will keep reflecting on optimal ways to maintain trust and contact with
participants in this non-face-to-face programme environment.
•

Participant Outreach

Prior to the pandemic, YMI sourced prospective applicants mainly from job
centers; contact was face to face. Following pro-bono consultancy in March
2020, YMI has since re-strategized its outreach approach, adopting a variety of
new methods to attract suitable applicants.
In this regard, YMI worked closely with job centre staff and held online
mentoring circles to offer informational talks to unemployed young women who
would be eligible to access the programme.
Other means for sourcing potential participants included: approaching
organizations who had previously referred women to it, approaching local
organizations in the area, and reaching out to alumni through newsletters.
YMI also successfully ran paid Facebook advertisements for online COVID-19
programmes across 21/22 which have had extensive reach.
Finally, YMI adapted the content of its website, adding new narratives and video
content that would appeal to a somewhat saturated online audience.
Learning and Recommendations

YMI successfully ran paid advertisements for the two programmes evaluated in
this report following advice from a pro-bono marketing consultant. The advert
attracted a large number of applicants, and many participants were drawn from
this pool.
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This new line of social media advertising has meant that the team has had to
gain new skills. This is a novel area for YMI, requiring new expertise and targets.
YMI will continue to evaluate the manner in which it conducts advertising and
reaches its target group.
YMI will also continue to expand its outreach networks by reaching out to
organizations outside its original outreach sources, such as working with local
Food Banks; giving its team members specific outreach roles.
•

Access to Technology

As seen across the world, the pandemic highlighted and exacerbated gaps
between the affluent and poorer people living in the city. In the context of
online programming, this was reflected in participants’ limited access to
computers and the internet, amongst other things.
Towards the start of the first online programme, YMI successfully raised funds for
WiFi dongles that could be loaned to participants along with laptop donations
so that it could meaningfully offer an online programme that would reach those
who most need it. The following brands sponsored laptops: Publicis Sapient &
Red Badger.
Brief Conclusion

During the 2020/2021 online programmes, YMI significantly increased its reach
and output, enrolling 73 women (42 of whom will feature in this evaluation as the
remaining 30 are due to complete the 3rd cohort in Spring 2021), compared to
50 in previous years.
YMI is committed to ensuring that its programme remains meaningful and
impactful amidst the rapid changes brought by the pandemic, and also further
into the longer-term. Positive lessons are being learnt from the experience of
pivoting to the online programme. These will further influence the ways in which
YMI operates its physical programmes in the future.
In addition to pivoting in delivering high-impact online programmes for young
women, YMI also launched a separate, new programme – You Change It, which
provides a high-impact anti-racism development programme for organisations.
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An online ‘My Story’ session led by award-winning author Nikesh Shukla.

2.3 Objectives of Evaluation
The purpose of this evaluation is to measure performance and impact across two
key areas:
•

The impact on beneficiaries - Outcomes and related indicators that the
programme seeks to achieve through activities are that You Make It will:
- increase the social and professional networks of women to ensure they are
better supported and motivated to become successful. Indicators: women
will report they are more connected, supported and motivated through a
social network comprising other YMI peers; women will report they have a
new professional network and understand the importance of maintaining and
growing it over the longer term; and women will be able to give specific
examples of how their social/ professional connections have helped them
progress an action or opportunity.
- improve the self-esteem and confidence of women so that they are driven to
explore and embrace new opportunities. Indicators: women will report and
demonstrate improved confidence, manifested in better social and
communication skills, including with those from different backgrounds to
themselves; women will be better able to recognise and describe their skills
and attributes in interview contexts; and women will be able to speak
powerfully and publicly to large audiences.
- increase the inspiration, skills, knowledge and experiences of women so they
are no longer powerless in the face of unemployment. Indicators: women will
self-rate in surveys showing increases against a range of skills and knowledge
14

and attitudes essential for making it in the world of employment; and women
will gain sustained employment, access formal education linked to longerterm career aspirations, or work on their own start-ups within 6 months of
graduating.
•

Value for money - To what extent YMI’s programmes make state savings e.g. by
empowering young women recruited largely from job centres to become
financially independent; consideration of how else the programmes over the
longer term have impact on the local economy, or other services; how the
programme of activities compares to others in respect of costs to deliver versus
the outcomes achieved; how what YMI does compares to ‘traditional’ state led
funded programmes and outcomes, and to other more traditional charitable
outcomes.

A spoken word piece on ‘The New Normal’ written by
Participants in a workshop on the power of storytelling and
hip-hop.
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3

KEY DATA AND SURVEY RESULTS

3.1 Beneficiaries
Programme Entry Point Demographics
At the point of joining the programme, beneficiaries were asked a number of
questions about their background and circumstances. The key statistics are that:
•

The overwhelming majority (88 per cent) were from Black and South Asian
backgrounds;

•

One in five (21 per cent) had caring responsibilities;

•

Just over half (57 per cent) are graduates at the point of embarking on the
programme;

•

Most (90 per cent) indicated that they were experiencing mental health
challenges at the outset of the programme, including anxiety and depression.

Outreach Source of participants
How did YMI participants come to know
about the programme?
17%

Referrals from Job Centres;
other organisations
36%

14%

Social Media
Facebook Paid Ads
Website Applications
Alumni Referrals

26%

7%

Base: 42
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Ethnic Background of Participants
Ethnic background of YMI participants
10%

2% 2%
Black

2%

Black African
Black Caribbean
Chinese

12%

38%

Hispanic
Mixed

2%

North African
South Asian

5%

Vietnamese

2%
2%

White British
White European
21%

Base: 42

Percentage of Participants with Caring
Responsibilities
YMI participants with caring
responsibilities
21%

Caring responsibilities
No caring responsibilities

79%
Base: 42
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Percentage of Participants who are Graduates
University Graduates on YMI

43%

Graduates
Non Graduates

57%

Base: 42

Mental Health Status
Mental health status of YMI participants
10%
2%
2%

26%

Anxiety
Anxiety and depression
Anxiety and OCD
Bipolar
Depression
C-PTSD

38%

17%
2%2%

Base: 42
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PTSD and depression
None

Survey Data
All 42 participants were asked to rate themselves or their experiences of a wide
range of twenty-six issues on a scale from 1-5, with 1 as the most negative and 5 as
the most positive perception.
They were asked the same questions at the start and the end of the programme.
The average score for each question across all respondents is shown below, for
each of the 26 items covered by the survey at the start and end of the programme.
For every one of the twenty-six factors, there is a clear positive impact, with an
increased average score from the start to the end. The average increase across all
twenty factors is from 2.93 at entry to the programme to 4.08 at completion.
The factor with the highest level of increase between the beginning and end of the
programme is the frequency of accessing online opportunities such as training,
masterclasses, networking opportunities or one-on-one support that are beneficial
to professional development, which increases from an average score of 1.74 at the
start of the programme to 4.12 at the end (an increase of 2.38 points).
Other areas where the most significant improvements are reported between the
start and the end are as follows:
•

Perceived connectedness to online opportunities beneficial for personal and
professional progression, from 2.45 to 4.29 (an increase of 1.83)
Clarity about future goals and how to achieve them, from 2.33 to 4.14 (an
increase of 1.81)
Overall happiness, from 2.55 to 4.21 (an increase of 1.67)
Optimism about reaching future hopes and goals, from 2.57 to 4.24 (an increase
of 1.67)
Clarity about managing overall health and wellbeing, from 2.76 to 4.29 (an
increase of 1.52).

•
•
•
•

Start

End

OVERALL AVERAGE INCREASE
2,93
4,08
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

19

3

3,5

4

4,5

5

SOCIAL WORLD

Size of Social Network (Q1)
3,36
4,07
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

4,5

5

4,5

5

Size of Professional Network (Q2)
2,56
3,98
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

Perceived Importance of Professional Network (Q3)
4,50
4,74
4,2

4,3

4,4

4,5

4,6

4,7

4,8

4,9

5

Perceived Importance of Health and Wellbeing to Development (Q4)
4,74
4,90
4,6

4,65

4,7

4,75

4,8

4,85

4,9

4,95

5

Online Social Interactions with People of Different Backgrounds (Q5)
2,67
4,12
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

20

3

3,5

4

4,5

5

Confidence Interacting with People of Different Backgrounds (Q6)
2,98
4,12
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

4,5

5

Feeling Connected to Online Opportunities that Benefit Progression (Q7)
2,45
4,29
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

4,5

5

4,5

5

4,5

5

SKILLS

Social Skills (Q8)
3,12
4,12
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

Communication Skills (Q9)
3,05
4,12
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

Teamwork Skills (Q10)
3,69
4,33
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

21

3

3,5

4

4,5

5

Knowledge and application of Self-Promotion and Personal Branding (Q11)
1,95
3,26
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

4,5

5

4,5

5

Public Speaking Skills (Q12)
2,40
3,83
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

Reading Skills (Q13)
3,95
4,36
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

4,5

5

Writing Skills (Q14)
3,52
4,19
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

4,5

5

PREPARING AND APPLYING FOR WORK
Frequency of Accessing Professional Development Opportunities (Q15)
1,74
4,12
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

22

3

3,5

4

4,5

5

Ability to Present and Market Skills Online (Q16)
2,00
3,45
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

4,5

5

4,5

5

Personal Presentation when Speaking with Professionals (Q17)
2,12
3,52
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

SELF-PERCEPTION AND THE FUTURE

Overall Happiness (Q18)
2,55
4,21
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

4,5

5

Management of Health and Wellbeing (Q19)
2,76
4,29
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

4,5

5

4

4,5

5

Frequency of Exercise (Q20)
2,38
3,14
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

23

3

3,5

Perceived Importance of Healthy Eating (Q21)
3,67
4,57
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

4,5

5

4,5

5

4,5

5

Healthy Diet (Q22)
2,79
3,81
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

Self-Confidence (Q23)
2,64
4,02
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

Optimism about the Future (Q24)
2,57
4,24
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

4,5

5

Clarity about Future Goals (Q25)
2,33
4,14
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

24

3

3,5

4

4,5

5

Interest in Setting up a Business (Q26)
3,81
4,19
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

4,5

5

Accessing support services
A range of support services were offered to programme participants.
•

The majority of participants (83 per cent) accessed therapy;

•

An additional 7 per cent accessed both therapy and literacy support; and,

•

One woman (2 per cent) accessed both therapy and pastoral care.

Therapy, Pastoral Care and Literacy Support
Accessing of YMI Support Services
2%

7%

7%

Therapy
Therapy and Literacy Support
Therapy and Pastoral Care
None

83%

Base: 42
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Programme Completion – Pathways and Destinations
Participants were asked at the start and end of the programme about their
circumstances in relation to employment and training. The key statistics are that:
•

There has been a decrease in the proportion of programme participants in
receipt of benefits through the course of the programme, even despite the
onset of the COVID pandemic. The data shows that 71 per cent of the
participants were receiving benefits at the start of the programme, which had
decreased to 62 per cent by the end;

•

There has been some change in work circumstances. At the start of the
programme, 79 per cent of participants classed themselves as being
unemployed, with only 21 per cent in work. By the end of the programme, the
proportion who were unemployed had declined to 64 per cent, with 36 per cent
employed. Some participants were also freelancing – including some in
employment – meaning that about 45 per cent were economically active by
programme-end.

A participant’s artwork in response to a weekly
task on recognising personal growth.
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Benefits Status at Start of Programme
Benefits Status at Start of YMI

29%

Claiming Benefits
Not Claiming Benefits

71%

Base: 42

Benefits Status at End of Programme
Benefits Status at End of YMI

38%
Claiming Benefits
Not Claiming Benefits
62%

Base: 42
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Employment Status at Start of Programme
Employment Status at Start of YMI
21%

Unemployed
Employed

79%

Base: 42

Employment Status at End of Programme
Employment Status at End of YMI
10%
12%
Unemployed
Employed
55%

Employed and freelancing
Freelancing

24%

Base: 42
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3.2 Mentors
This section presents the results of the mentor survey for those involved in
programme. Survey responses were received from 42 of the 43 participating
mentors.

Preparedness for Role
The majority of mentors (39 of 42, or 93 per cent) said they felt they knew what was
expected of them before they started in their role. When asked about how or why
they felt unclear about their role, one explained:
‘I think both the beauty and the challenge of the programme is that there isn't a
clear structure to follow... It seemed to end up being completely different for each
mentor and we had to find our way. I would imagine that means a lot of mentors
felt a bit uncomfortable and out of their comfort zone at the beginning, but it most
likely made for a much richer experience for mentor and mentee. I imagine this
approach is possible because there is so much support for mentors from You Make
It. I have mentored many times before so used my fairly set style at the beginning
and was very confident but floundered halfway through. YMI were there to support
me to adapt to a new style.’

Value of the Mentor Training Session
Overall, 38 of 42 mentors (90 percent) agreed that the mentor training session was
either ‘extremely’ or ‘very’ useful.

Compatibility of the Mentor and Mentee
All of the mentors who took part in the programme and responded to the survey
said that they felt they were a suitable match for their mentee.

Attendance and Communication around Sessions
39 out of 42 mentors (93 per cent) reported that their mentor regularly attended
scheduled meetings or gave advance warning if they were unable to.

Eagerness to Learn and Actively Participate
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The majority of mentors (69 per cent) reported that their mentee was eager to learn
and ask questions. A further 26 per cent answered that their mentee was ‘not
initially’ eager to learn and ask questions but improved over time.

A participant’s response to a weekly task on how they
would like to creative positive change in the world.

Following up on Suggestions
37 out of 42 mentors (88 per cent) reported that their mentee had to a large extent
followed up suggestions made between sessions, such as thinking through issues or
challenges and looking up courses and internships.

Demonstration of Initiative and Bringing in New
Ideas
37 out of 42 mentors (88 per cent) said that their mentee was able to demonstrate
initiative by bringing her own ideas or research to the sessions.
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Changes Observed Among YMI Participants
Most participating mentors (90 per cent) agreed that they had observed a
discernible change in their mentees over the course of the programme, including
changes in attitudes, confidence and motivation levels:
‘She really came out of her shell, was more forthcoming, she would joke around etc.
I could really see her confidence build every single time we spoke.’
‘It took until week 7, but [her] demeanour definitely shifted towards the end of the
programme. I found her quite closed to begin with, but there was a curiosity and
openness developing by the end.’
‘I've noticed that she is much more motivated and has the drive to push her ideas
forward.’
‘She found the confidence to apply for the role she actually deserves, not the ones
she thought she could only get.’
‘I noticed [she] stopped acting confident and started feeling more confident. She
was no longer expressing what she thought I wanted to hear but was confidently
and clearly expressed what her experience and viewpoint was.’

Several mentors mentioned that their mentees had experienced new obstacles and
challenges during the course of the programme. Nonetheless, they felt their
mentees had gained the skills and support to overcome these challenges:
‘She has been struggling with things out of her control but recently I've seen how
driven she has been to make things work and the confidence to make it happen.’
‘…She encountered some hurdles a month in, which affected her daily motivation.
We worked through them and she eventually found her esteem back again!’

Changes Experienced by Mentors
Mentors were also asked whether they had experienced any changes in themselves
between the start and the end of the programme. 34 out of 41 mentors who
answered (83 per cent) reported that they had. Many commented on how much
they enjoyed the mentoring experience overall:
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‘I absolutely loved it, I learned so much about myself and my experiences. Being
able to pass on that kind of knowledge… and watching her gain confidence, was an
incredibly fulfilling feeling.’
‘I enjoyed being hands-on with someone who really benefited from that type of
active involvement.’

A wide range of effects were reported including improved patience, empathy, and
confidence:
‘I've become a better listener and feel much more confident with responding to
ideas that are out of my depth to personally support with.’
‘An enormous impact. One thing that springs to mind is patience and
perseverance. After the first few weeks I wasn’t sure we were getting anywhere; but
we kept going and week by week we did start to make progress.’
‘…I have also learnt a great deal from my mentee by way of her attitude and
approach to “new” situations. She has provided the standard for me to attain going
forward.’

Several mentors mentioned gaining and improving on their own skills, such as goal
setting, active listening and problem-solving:
‘It has taught me how important is to keep going and set achievable goals, however
small or big, and how consistency brings change.’
‘[Mentoring made] me think “outside of the box” and come up with remote
solutions.”
‘It definitely made me more focussed. As somebody who can be easily distracted, I
found it refreshing to turn off my emails and phone for a full hour and have
dedicated 1-on-1 time with another person.’

For some, the experience of mentoring YMI participants also inspired critical selfreflection:
‘I feel more confident in sharing ideas and support to help others and realise not to
take my own strength and skills for granted. I have personally grown in myself and
have learned a lot about how I deal with things.’
‘It helped me focus on my ambitions and why I did not pursue them with as much
vigour as my mentee!’
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‘It was definitely harder than I'd expected and forced me to confront some my own
insecurities.’

Finally, a number of mentors also mentioned increased awareness and insight in
their relationships with people of different backgrounds:
‘My first meeting with [my mentee] was very soon after the death of George Floyd
and she brought to light a blind spot I had for in relation this type of incident can
have on black colleagues I work with.’
'[Mentoring helped] me understand my privilege. Helping me develop more
patience and empathy for people from very different backgrounds.’
'[Mentoring] broadened my perspective on life, heightened my empathy and
sensibility for other people's lives, [and I] learned something new about culture and
identity…’

Working with the YMI Team
All 42 mentors described the YMI team as ‘extremely’ or ‘very’ helpful.

Future Involvement
34 out of 42 (81 per cent) said they would be happy to mentor again in future. The
remaining 8 answered that they were not ready to participate in mentoring again at
the time of completing the survey but would consider it again in the future.

Staff at LinkedIn lead a session on how to maximise the opportunity to
network and find work online.
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Future Improvements
Mentors were also asked about ways YMI can improve on the mentorship
experience. About a third were highly approving of the mentorship programme in
its current form and did not feel any changes or improvements were needed:
‘Nothing! It was great.’
‘I think you all did a tremendous job of moving the whole programme to a virtual
platform in such a short space of time… Really well done. I don’t think there is
much to be added.’
‘The team nailed everything they had to.’
‘Honestly I don't think you could have done more. All the members of the team
have been around to help and guide me thorough the process and give feedback
throughout.’

A number of mentors provided specific individual suggestions for ways the
programme could be improved in future, including: increasing the duration of the
programme; ‘upskilling the mentees on basic IT knowledge’; more tools and
resources in addition to those already provided and more opportunities for mentees
to provide feedback to mentors. Two mentors also mentioned that it would be
helpful for mentors to see how the mentorship programme fees are used within
YMI.
Four mentors also recommended increasing networking activities as a means of
improving access to contacts, resources and opportunities. Their suggestions
included:
‘It would have been great to have a "networking session" for our mentees where
we shared what our mentees were looking for and helped each other out through
contacts. I'm sure I may have been able to help out here and there.’
‘I would love to have had an opportunity to make meaningful introductions and to
have utilised my network more but this isn't something YMI could have facilitated.’

In addition, five mentors mentioned that it would be beneficial to have more checkins and group sessions involving all participating mentors, and allowing them to
share their knowledge, skills, experiences and challenges encountered.
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Additional Comments
All respondents were asked to add any further comments or observations in
addition to their responses to the main body of the survey. In response, most of the
feedback affirmed mentors’ positive experiences overall. Their comments included:
‘Super impressed at the level of commitment and the dedication of the team to
making the programme the success that it clearly is. You are making waves ladies
that are bringing about transformational change in people's lives. Keep up the
good work.’
‘The team were really professional and helpful, and my mentee gave good
feedback about the support she was given.’
‘Thank you to Roxi and Alysha for the support when I was at a roadblock. The YMI
team are obviously not only experts but also incredibly committed.’
‘Just want to say thank you to all of you… I think the work you do is incredible and
much needed to guide young women during these unprecedented times. If I can
help in any way going forward, please let me know. Much love.’

Further suggestions, in addition to those captured in the previous section, included
ongoing support and strategies for participants to find employment given ‘how
difficult the economic conditions are’ and future mentoring opportunities outside of
the full programme for ‘freelancers and individuals who don't have the same
financial support of a big company, but want to do it a few times a year’.

4 CASE STUDIES
This section contains descriptions of the experiences of participants from across
programmes from cohorts in Spring and Autumn 2020. Names have been changed
so that individuals cannot be identified in the stories presented below. In addition, a
number of longer-term follow-up case study interviews were conducted a year or
more after completion of the beneficiary’s programme, which are presented at the
end of this section.
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Davina’s Story (Autumn 2020)
Davina was unemployed at the time that she applied for the programme, but felt
very clear about her professional goal. Davina wants to work in the events
management arena. Shortly before applying for YMI, she had resigned from her job
as a restaurant supervisor. The restaurant was understaffed and the pressure on her
had become unmanageable.
At the interview for YMI, Davina felt that the YMI management team ‘were lovely
from the start and seemed to genuinely care about my goals’.
Folllowing school, Davina had enrolled at university in 2017 for an events
management course but had left at the end of her second year, feeling ‘superstressed and that it was the wrong time to go’. She subsequently took a gap year to
assess whether she ‘still has the passion for it’. During that year, she worked at the
above-mentioned restaurant.
While Davina had a clear career goal in mind, her confidence was low due to the
fact that she had not completed her university degree. She was also unclear about
how to properly enter the events management field. ‘My peers were still at
university, carrying on with their degrees. Dropping out of university worked on my
confidence and self-worth’.
However, with the direct assistance of her mentor at YMI, Davina is now doing an
internship at a company that specializes in designing websites. She has asked the
company for a longer placement and they have agreed.
‘They (YMI) did a good job at matching me with my mentor. He had also dropped
out of university. He helped to encourage me that even if you dropped out of
university you could still do something. It helped with my confidence…that I could
still get out of the house and look for work. My mentor had lots of experience and
connections in events…and worked in events and tour business. I wasn’t sure at the
beginning what a mentor could do. The process of working with him was different.
He gave all around support.’

Through YMI, Davina feels that her social and professional networks have grown
considerably - particularly through regular chats with other participants, sharing of
job information via the programme’s WhatsApp group and also from professional
connections arising from both the mentorship and internship.
Davina says that she felt assured and comforted by the ‘safe space’ that YMI
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provided, particularly during the time of the Covid pandemic. ‘Having people to
talk to in an open space where we are all trying to find a job..during Covid.
Sometimes pride gets in your way but here you can talk about how you were
struggling….it felt comfortable and we were speaking honestly’.
YMI’s focus on ‘healthy living’ had an ‘absolutely positive’ impact on Davina. ‘I
always say I want to eat healthy…but money is a massive factor. Being given a
vegetable box, the possibility was there. My mood was better …I felt happier… and
getting up in the morning was good.’
YMI’s range of workshops, seminars and talks ‘helped us develop, reflect, learn
techniques…and were good for personal growth’. At the debate club, ‘I was always
put on a side I didn’t agree with but it was really beneficial for me to convey
another position and build a skill’. The workshop on ‘managing micro-aggressions’
was highly relevant since ‘a lot of us have experienced racism and go through this in
our life and it helped raised awareness on what it is and how to deal with it’.
Davina feels that she will incorporate many of the programme’s tips into her work
and personal life. ‘YMI was super encouraging. It reminded us we can do the things
we want to…We need to put in those steps and ask for help when we need and
make use of our connections…and to feel that we can do it now’
The weekly seminars had a very positive impact on Davina, helping to boost her
confidence and her ability to identify her own skills. ‘(The seminar convenor) was
super helpful in listening…when I said I was not good at writing….she would
challenge that’. One particularly significant change here was that Davina came to
realize that she has been underrating her past work experience and was not giving
due credit to skills that she had acquired from pervious jobs. From the age of 16,
Davina had worked at stadium kiosks, at departmental stores and in restaurants. Her
YMI experience made her realize that many of these skills were useful/ transferable
to the events industry.
Looking to future, Davina is still keen to pursue event-management work, while
being fully aware of the particular challenges to this line of work brought by Covid.
Although Davina is currently working in website design and not directly in the
events management field, she says that she enjoying it and expanding her skills set.
On the whole, Davina feels much closer to her goals.
‘Without YMI, I I would never have dreamed of applying for my current job and I
would have doubted my skills. I never thought I would be smart enough to do do
the job that I am doing now. YMI came at the right time to uplift me…I feel
absolutely happier..,I feel encouraged. It was great to be reminded of my potential
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and that I can get out of my head and actually do things’.

Serena’s Story (Autumn 2020)
Serena graduated from university with a degree in Drama and English in 2020,
shortly before joining the programme.
Serena is passionate about both performance and writing. Since 2018, she has
focused mainly on writing for screen and stage. She finds herself ‘on a perpetual
journey of writing’.
Serena first came across YMI in 2020 after seeing a job advert for a position there.
While she did not have the requisite skills for that particular job, she ended up
being invited by the team to partake in the YMI programme. ‘It (YMI) came at a
perfect time for me… I want to write stories for screen and stage. As a freelancer, I
felt I could benefit from being at YMI’.
YMI has equipped Serena to ‘navigate the world of creative work’ and to confront
the various difficulties associated with the creative sector. It is an industry, she says,
‘that can be uncaring in longevity and work opportunities’. ‘Before YMI, I did not
really see the importance of having a strong network of people mentally, creatively
and physically around you…The creative field is smaller than we think. …The more
people you know you the more chances to get work. After doing YMI, I can see the
importance of having a community of people to support you..and for you to
support them’.
Serena says that she and many others have found themselves ‘in a space where it
has become harder to get jobs’ because of the large numbers of ‘overqualified
people applying for the same jobs’. ‘(YMI) has equipped me to make myself more
employable - through practical tips on how to brand myself and also through
knowing and articulating what I want.’
‘(YMI) makes you ask: What is it you really want? What is your value system and
what are the values of the company you are applying for? It gets you to talk about
your experiences, values, ethics and purpose. I am now able to distinguish between
a work opportunity that is for me and one not for me. I feel more confident and selfaware.’

Several aspects of the YMI programme made a lasting impression. As a result of the
focus on health and nutrition, Serena has a much clearer sense of the ways in which
food, exercise, and sleep affects her mood and mental wellbeing. The workshop on
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micro-aggressions showed how to deal with every-day insults and indignities ‘in a
way that is graceful while also standing up for yourself. (This workshop) should be
an integral part of the programme.’
The Debate club was ‘a fun, practical and nostalgic way to engage with topics
around world and it was especially important to be able to articulate arguments that
you might not have agreed with.’
The seminars were a highlight - ‘the moderator got us to be transparent inside and
outside… she really saw us as people outside of the programme. She makes you
feel safe and cared for.’ From the workshop series, Serena preferred the ones that
were ‘more interactive and creative’ such as the poetry one.
Serena feels that solid connections were made between many women on the
programme and that her professional network has grown through opportunitysharing on the WhatsApp group.
While ‘in person’ programmes typically offer ‘greater intimacy and connection’,
Serena feels that the virtual/online programme (necessitated by Covid and
lockdown) ‘was as good as it could be, was handled well and worked practically’.
‘Deep connections and a strong network were made online. It’s important to have
this network especially as a freelancer…and when you are feeling low’.
It was significant for Serena that the relationship between her and her mentor, a
successful broadcaster, went beyond an exclusive focus on career and was ‘more of
a holistic one’. ‘YMI paired me with a mentor on personality…if it was only career, it
would have been clinical. We talked about writing and freelancing and how to
structure my writing during lockdown. We talked about what I want to do with my
writing and how to do it. We also had casual discussions about things that I am
passionate about, and about things in the news. It helped to have someone to talk
to…someone who listened and was supportive. My mentor helped me to navigate
the creative world….and opened my mind to new things …and things outside of
things.’
Since completing the YMI programme, Serena continues to work as a freelance
writer for screen and stage. She is currently focused on writing a play (with a friend),
commissioned by an award from her university. At the same time, she is
participating in a programme at the National Theatre aimed at supporting
playwrights. Recently, YMI passed on an opportunity, inviting emerging creatives to
enter a short film competition. Serena entered her short film about racism faced by
black men in Britain - and was selected for an award. The ceremony will be held
shortly. On the whole, Serena says that ‘YMI equipped and reaffirmed me. I have
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benefited and grown from the programme’.

Dami’s Story (Autumn 2020)
Dami graduated from university with a marketing management degree in March 2020. Her
professional goal is to work in a creative agency, mainly managing accounts or consulting.
Dami is also passionate about writing poetry.
During her school years, Dami had to take on many part-time jobs. ‘I did not grow up in
glamorous surroundings…In council flats where I grew up, many things were not
working…and there were constant reminders that ‘you just had to make it’.
Towards the end of her university degree, from around October 2019, Dami had been
applying for graduate schemes and jobs - over 100 - but without success. During her
university degree, Dami had done a placement year and accumulated some work
experience.
Dami was still living at university housing, spending most of her time applying for jobs,
when the Covid pandemic hit. With lockdown and the closure of universities, she returned
to her family home in London in July, frustrated by the job search and facing uncertainty.
‘I really just wanted to do something. I tried out a job as a beauty consultant but that did
not work out as it needed a money investment. The job search was impeding my
confidence. I had worked hard at university and worked hard to get experience. I had
applied for many jobs and after rejections, I would move on and try again…but
sometimes there would be just hours of crying. Being at home (during lockdown)and
looking at the four walls when you want to be productive was hard.
It felt like I was digressing and all the rejections were chipping my confidence and
everything I amped myself up to be since I left uni.’
Dami saw an advert for YMI on Facebook and was struck by the programme’s emphasis
on ‘building skills’, ‘boosting confidence’, and the fact that it was ‘lead by women’. She
participated in the YMI programme from August to November 2020.
‘YMI has really helped me a lot in terms of just being able to ask for help when I need it.
The women (management at YMI) are intentional about addressing emotions. In my
culture , everything is so easily suppressed and the women in my life just swallow
emotions and get on with things. I used to swallow my emotions but they would build up
and this would not be good for relationships and work. YMI gave me a safety net to
address this in so many way - though therapy and seminars, healthy eating and just
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people caring for you… It allowed me show vulnerability and that it’s fine to ask for help
and to speak up. (In this way) it’s helped me to be more productive’.

Dami says that YMI’s emphasis on healthy living had an additional benefit - it made her
feel cared for and looked after. ‘Getting food boxes each week was useful for mental wellbeing even before I ate anything .. the sense of feeling looked after put a massive smile
on my face. I am not disciplined when it come to healthy eating and the food box
challenged me in a good way.’
One of the key practical outcomes for Dami during her time at YMI was a ‘build-up of
content’ through the mentorship. Dami’s mentor works in the marketing environment and
has ‘very similar interests’. They developed a ‘good bond’; both love poetry. Dami’s
mentor challenged her to be intentional about writing and to write and post content each
week. ‘It has been honestly amazing’. During her time at YMI, Dami put out 8 poems on
social media. On the whole, Dami feels that her mentor helped to channel her creativity,
reminding her that ‘creativity is like a muscle that you have to constantly exercise.’
There were several workshops which particularly resonated with Dami - the one on poetry
where the speaker was ‘so expressive and told stories so well’, the one on journalism
where the speaker was ‘open and honest about her struggles within journalism’, and the
one on mental resilience, which helped her to ‘focus and reflect’ upon the things that she
wants to and can change in her own life.
Dami says that the therapy sessions were ‘amazing and very helpful’. They enabled her to
‘breakdown emotions and look at why we do the things we do.The therapist dug in deep
and looked at all sides, helping me to reason and understand issues.’
While Dami’s university years had already opened her up to people from varying
backgrounds, she feels that her time at YMI showed her ‘how to articulate better’. ‘With
public speaking I used to suffer with anxiety and it’s amazing how now I am better at just
doing it’. ‘The constant zoom sessions’ at YMI has given a sense of ‘genuine confidence’
beyond the ‘fake it until you make it’ scenario. ‘I love how affirming everyone is. The
women at YMI are very vocal about what you do well and it is warming. It is good to see
women build up other women’.
Five weeks into the YMI programme, and on her own initiative, Dami got a job as an
account handler in a black owned digital agency. ‘I was in a much better mental state and
went into the job interview with ‘optimism and confidence’ so YMI must have helped
shape the outcome of that job interview’.
Dami plans to continue writing poetry, and eventually film scripts, while also
working in her current job.
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Rashida’s Story (Spring 2020)
Rashida said the programme came at a ‘perfect time’ in her life for two main
reasons. First, the Covid pandemic had cut back her work, leaving her without much
to do - the YMI programme offered structure and opportunity. Second, the Black
Lives Matter movement was gaining momentum across the world and within the UK.
Rashida found a safe space within YMI to navigate thoughts and emotions flowing
from this.
Rashida graduated from university with a chemistry degree in 2014 and obtained
her Masters in Environmental Management in 2018. During that time, she also
worked in the field of environmental sustainability for two different institutions.
Since 2018, Rashida has mainly worked casually as a chemistry tutor for
undergraduate and GSCE-level students.
However, Covid and lockdown meant that school and university examinations had
to be cancelled. As a result the demand for tutoring decreased and Rashida’s work
dried up. With lockdown in full swing, she ‘felt weird and out of balance…and
everything stopped making sense. The days were endless and I felt I could not go
on like this’.
On Twitter, she saw an advert about the YMI programme sent out by a local charity,
and applied. ‘It seemed to fit in with what I needed at the moment’.
Through the YMI programme, Rashida says she found a ‘supportive bubble’ of
‘amazing people’, which uplifted her at a time when there were many ‘reasons to
give up and sleep the day away’. ‘A lot of people around me were depressed
during lockdown. I did not have that because of the program.’
During lockdown, Rashida says that YMI ‘gave structure and new experiences’. ‘It
gave me something to occupy my mind and I began to look forward to the
experience of meeting new people”.
The combination of activities - workshops, seminars, speakers’ series and debate
club - provided a ‘safe space to share ideas….and you could try out things you
would not necessarily have done before. Having access to (the guest) speakers was
really good as these were people you would not be meet on a daily basis and you
could now have a dialogue with them.’
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Rashida was particularly invigorated by the experience of trying out ‘new things’
through the YMI programme - such as the music and storytelling workshops. ‘The
nutrition lists, yoga ,vegetable box, meditation and mindfulness were also very
helpful in terms of healthy eating.’ The Debate Club gave Rashida practice in
making arguments and counter arguments. On the whole the programme ‘ran
seamlessly and perfectly,’
She says that during the seminars, ‘the moderator gave each of us time to speak.
She listened carefully..asked questions and it was clear that she cared about what
we thought. She was amazing.’
When Rashida was first paired with her mentor, she was ‘not really sure that there
would be anything in common’. Her mentor was ‘a businesswoman from an uppermiddle class background’. However, her mentor proved to be ‘amazing and
supportive’ and they both share an interest in writing poetry.‘We discussed
ideas…she gave me tips on how to set up my own tutoring business and tips on
marketing. Previously, people used to find me (for my tutoring work) by word of
mouth. My mentor discussed advertising and how to set up my website and how to
get myself out there. It was really good to build up a friendship with her…she was
very down to earth. We are still in touch and she still sends me resources’.
At YMI, Rashida observed how the management team did not ‘censor’ their
thoughts and were ‘unapologetic' about their views. This made an impression on
her. ‘I was not a quiet mouse (before YMI) and I did speak up but it was usually
within my own community and people I felt comfortable with. The programme gave
me space to express myself in front of wide variety of people. .. We spoke about
Black Lives Matter… I could express my views on many things and I did not feel
gaslighted’.
On the whole, Rashida says she is now ‘more confident and less afraid to go after
what she wants’ and ‘less bothered by what other people think’.
‘People used to question why I want to work in both environmental sustainability
and also do tutoring. Their doubts do not matter to me.’
Since completing the YMI programme, Rashida has gone back to tutoring
chemistry; the demand for her services here has also increased. She also has a short
term job with a company, assessing environmental matters. Rashida plans to
continue with her tutoring work, while also applying for jobs in the environmental
field - and ideally hopes to work for a non-profit organization. Rashida is also
running a crafts business from home.
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Alia’s Story (Spring 2020)
Alia grew up in a predominantly Bengali community in East London and was known as a
‘high achiever’ at school. Alia went on to study English literature at university. After
graduating from university in 2018, she began to look for publishing jobs. But, apart from
a short placement in publishing and a part-time job in retail, she has mostly been
unemployed since completing university.
During the course of 2019, Alia noticed that she was ‘losing a lot of energy’. She was
eventually diagnosed with a chronic illness. In the months preceding her time at YMI, both
the lack of employment and her illness were taking its toll. ‘ I was in a place in my life
where I was losing my confidence. And then came the situation with Covid… and
lockdown, and I needed to navigate my world and the world in itself. I needed the
programme to get me out of the rut.’

With YMI, she was primarily hoping ‘to regain confidence’ .
Alia feels that she benefited from the ‘good variety of activities’ offered by YMI. She
‘loved the debate club’ and was stimulated by many of the discussions across the

programme, especially those that took place within the ‘more close-knit seminars’. Alia
further appreciated the variety of topics covered by the workshops - and the ones on
music and rhythm, poetry, schooling and nutrition were particularly insightful to her.
Alia says that she has noticed certain positive changes within her as a result of the
cumulative effects of the programme. While she has always felt confident about her ability
to write, to draft letters towards job applications, and in interviews, she feels the
programme’s largest impact, for her, lies in its ‘peripheral activities’. ‘I saw so many
talented and amazing women in same situation as me. Sometimes you get stuck in your
own head and then see there are others navigating similar things….and they are doing
things that work. It is an eye opener.. It pushed me into something that helped me.’

Alia had tried therapy on a previous occasion when she was 17 after experiencing
depression and despondency. When she started at YMI, she held a ‘negative view of
therapy and did it with encouragement’. But, her experience of therapy at YMI has

‘changed’ her view of therapy and it has been a positive experience.
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According to Alia, the YMI programme came at a significant time in her life - a time when
she has to confront the possible limitations on her career due to her recent chronic illness
diagnosis. Alia originally wanted to pursue a career in publishing but is now undertaking a
realistic assessment of her future work possibilities and ‘re-evaluating’ her goals. She
currently has a job at a university in an administrative role.
While Alia’s chronic illness situation is presenting a major challenge, she feels that her
‘attitude towards thing like that has improved’. ‘I used to play dead when things did not
go the right way for me. But now I am more of a fighter…I am more assured in myself. I
still have depression…but I am stronger’.

Alia was particularly struck by YMI’s ‘understanding of people of color’. This, she says,
stands in contrast to a previous work experience in which she felt that only her employercompany’s dominant culture was recognized and validated and that hers was ignored.
That experience had made her feel ‘disoriented’ and ‘without means to discuss it’.
YMI ‘gave a free space to think and speak…and many cultures could be discussed’. YMI
‘definitely helped to regain my confidence and self-esteem which had sunk to a low. After
YMI, I am more assertive and I am more assured in myself.’

Rumi’s Story (Spring 2020)
Rumi grew up in a South Asian community and completed a Fine Arts degree in
2018. ‘Art has always been with me since I was young. Creativity runs in my
family…growing up, we were always surrounded by creative things’. She draws
inspiration for her visual art work from her cultural heritage.
Rumi had historically struggled with certain subjects on account of dyslexia
(undiagnosed at the time). At times, this had affected her mood and placed strain
on relationships.
Rumi is pleased that she followed through with her passion for art. People around
her had expressed doubts and had challenged her decision to pursue art as a career
rather than as a hobby. ‘I was not really encouraged to do art.’
Rumi’s overall plan is to make art while securing a reliable stream of income through
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consistent work in the creative industry.
Since graduating from university in 2018, Rumi has taken a few courses, worked at a
youth club and has completed several short-term roles. However, she was finding it
difficult, on the whole, to make the creative sector financially viable for her.
When the lockdown began earlier in 2020, Rumi was out of work. She often ended
up comparing herself to her contemporaries who seemed to be thriving in other
fields. Her family home was under construction and there was no space - physical or
mental - to pursue art projects. She felt that she was developing unhealthy habits,
waking up late and not following a routine. She was ‘drained and rejected’ from the
job search and feeling ‘upset’ and ‘frustrated’.
Rumi participated in YMI from June to August 2020.
‘YMI gave me somewhere where I could still meet new people, have conversations,
experience community and sisterhood even though it was lockdown.’ What I loved
about (the programme) is that the thoughts and ideas that I look up to could be
celebrated in a community where they are accepted’.
Rumi feels she found a space within YMI where she could focus on her overall goal
to maintain creativity while also pursuing marketable ideas. As an example, prior to
the programme, Rumi had ‘some vague ideas’ around starting a business to make
jackets with personalized images of mostly South Asian icons to celebrate her
heritage. With the assistance of her mentor - a creative person from a similar
background, Rumi’s idea grew and she has since tested several jacket ideas.
There were many other benefits to the mentorship. Rumi’s mentor gave her
concrete writing tasks, helped with motivation levels and finding a routine, and also
with mental wellness and developing her web page around heritage.
Rumi says that the various art workshops and creativity-related talks ‘were influential
and resonated particularly with me - as an artist of colour and as a visual artist’.‘You
don’t often hear about the life and struggles of artists of colour from artists
themselves. It was inspiring to talk to Riz Ahmed and Nikesh Shukla. I think it’s
powerful and courageous for an actor to speak about problems when you can put
down by those same people who you may have to work for’.
‘I have been inspired by them to make some of the work that I am making now”.

According to Rumi, one of the programme highlights was the weekly seminar - it
gave her and the other participants an ‘open and supportive space’ to offer their
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opinions on YMI activities taking place in a given week. ‘It was good to be able to
speak with the group about ideologies’.
Rumi had been for therapy on one previous occasion while still at school, but felt
that therapist was not in tune with her cultural background and how it might affect
her choices. Her YMI experience of therapy was a much more positive one. The
(current) therapist understood what was normal in my culture. Therapy helped me
to manage my anger and deal with difficulty.’
On the whole, Rumi feels that ’YMI definitely helped in practical ways. The writing
workshop showed me how to present my ideas to magazines…which is something
that I will continue to do. I learnt how to make the most of Linkedin, and my
business idea grew. It is also just the regular contact and routine that helps you do
what you need to do’.
While Rumi has always been an ‘extrovert’, she says that her confidence levels
began to diminish since leaving university and that ‘things were coming to a
standstill..’I wasn’t really making art and didn’t have a job…YMI definitely improved
my confidence and knowing my self worth. I am definitely feel happier after doing
YMI and more adaptable and able to deal with things like lockdown’.
Rumi secured a job as an Assistant Creative Producer soon after she completed the
YMI programme. She is currently working on an immersive arts project and
thoroughly enjoying it. Rumi is also doing an (online) arts residency, collaborating
with three other artists to produce a dystopian futuristic short film. She feels positive
about her future prospects as an artist.

Francesca’s Story (Spring 2019)
Francesca is passionate about art, fashion, music and travel and studied art in
college. She has been making her own music, designing clothes, acting and
modeling at various times in her life. Following a period of overseas travel around
2015, Francesca started the ‘job of her dreams’, working as a fashion assistant at
one of the largest e-commerce fashion companies in the world. However, after 6
months, she was made redundant. During her time at work, her mental health had
begun to sharply deteriorate; she was having panic attacks at work and losing
weight rapidly. There were emotional events in her past that had not been properly
addressed. Her confidence had been knocked as a result of an abusive relationship
during her travels. On the day she left her job at the fashion house, Francesca
literally wanted to throw herself on a train track, feeling that she had lost her sense
of purpose.
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While Francesca knew that she wanted to pursue her own creative work, rather than
work in an office job, she felt deeply depressed and lacked motivation. After losing
her job, she moved in with her best friend, who happened to be on the YMI
programme. ‘I would see her get up on Friday, ready to go, looking so motivated. It
felt like I needed something like that’.
Francesca was ‘blown away’ by her meeting with Roxi and felt assured that YMI
would be a good place to help her become ‘more accountable’ to her creative
goals. ‘After the interview with Roxi, I felt a weight off my shoulder. She was so
transparent about herself. You see her passion. You feel confident that Roxi will be
there step-by-step for you’.
However, for Francesca, a difficult aspect of the written application is that it asks
you to describe the situation you are in. ‘Since many of the woman applying for the
programme are very vulnerable, writing about your pain can be very challenging.’
The therapy offered by YMI had a particularly significant impact on Francesca’s
overall wellbeing. ‘My counsellor was a godsend. She was humane, compassionate.
She made you see your thoughts clearer.’
Francesca was inspired by the range of professionals working in the creative sector
who came to speak at the workshops. ‘You see that there are people out there in
all walks of life who deal with same stuff as you do but still show up, still find their
happiness, and are still successful. The workshops were character-building. YMI is
not only about writing good CVs and finding jobs. It really gets you to explore
creative options’.
Francesca’s most memorable workshop was the one on creative writing. Francesca
is dyslexic but that workshop enabled every woman - especially those who lacked
confidence - to share their stories and to shine. Overall, Francesca felt that the
workshops provided a wealth of valuable information from practical job-seeking tips
to confidence-building and perspectives on emotional and social challenges. ‘I
would not have made this much progress or confidence, I would not be who I am
now if it was not for the programme. It gave me strength and developed me from
young woman into a woman.’
Francesca, however, feels that it is difficult to digest all of the information imparted
during the workshops since women are also dealing with heavy emotions rising to
the surface. She feels that it might be useful in the future to set up an additional
space, outside the programme, for women to recap and re-look at the handouts
and presentations and absorb information thoroughly.
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Francesca’s main personal goals from the programme had been to enhance her
ability to focus, increase her creative output, gain greater confidence and have
clearer direction overall. During her time at YMI, Francesca worked specifically on
creating a gender-fluid brand of clothing that uses images and texts drawn from
well-known celebrity social media feuds. She also worked on plans to create a
structured forum for creative people to come together to work on their ideas and to
offer support to each other.
Francesca believes that both the mentorship and ‘Ladies Den’ has greatly assisted in
harnessing her creative ideas and opening her eyes to income-generating
possibilities. ‘YMI helped me marry my ideas together and find focus and message.
I am not good at 9 to 5 jobs. I have panic attacks when in front of computer all the
time. Everywhere I was made to feel I wasn’t normal for to wanting to do the these
(creative) things. YMI is the first place that showed me I could do things if I put my
mind to it…that you can make money and be happy from being creative.’
Francesca graduated from the programme at the same time that she celebrated her
30th birthday. She feels that her time at YMI marked her transition into womanhood.
‘After doing YMI, I feel like I know who I am. At YMI I went through a transition from
a young woman to becoming a woman. It was the first environment I have been in
where people would really embrace our creative gifts. I learnt to be myself, to have
equal respect for others and to be honest without being offensive’.

‘I am a much happier person now. I have totally done a 360 in the way I deal with
things. The programme and the counseling made me identify how I had been
programmed to deal with certain emotions and things that were happening to me.
Before, if I had a bad day, I would become self-absorbed and would self-sabotage.
Now I have the strength and confidence to recognize those feelings and to put
them aside. YMI genuinely allowed me to step into the shoes of the person I
wanted to be and to be unapologetic about who I am. I feel that I became a woman
there’.

Francesca is currently working on building and marketing her T-shirt brand, which
she hopes to launch in February 2020. She is also writing songs for her record and
starting to organizing spaces for creative people to come together and work on
their ideas.

Jennifer’s Story (Spring 2019)
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Jennifer was born and raised in London to Nigerian parents. Her immigrant
background left a particular imprint. Jennifer has always been interested in issues
affecting black and other marginalized people and Africa’s positioning in the world,
and chose to study international politics at university. But, in Jennifer’s second year,
disenchantment set in. She became disillusioned with what was been taught in her
classes and by whom, and dropped out of university. This caused her great personal
distress since she felt she was letting herself and her family down. At the same time,
Jennifer began to recognize that she was struggling with mental health issues in the
form of anxiety and depression but did not know how to properly deal with these.
Jennifer managed to enroll at university for a second time - but again failed to
complete the degree. This weighed heavily on her. ‘I just couldn’t move past those
2 things. It meant the end of my going to university and what might follow. I felt
that everything in my life was on hold’.
Jennifer then took on a variety of short-term, casual jobs but years were passing and
she found she had drifted away from her original goals. As she approached her
30th birthday in 2018, she was at her lowest point, and looking for guidance. ’I was
in an abysmal way- financially, mental-health…and with no experience to enter the
working world. It was a distressing and dark time. I felt there were no actual
prospects. It was very much a feeling of drowning.”
Around the same time, Jennifer found out about the programme and was invited in
for an interview. ‘’All that was being offered there looked amazing on the website…
the free therapy, yoga and empowerment. There was a picture of a previous cohort
and it was majority black woman. That was different, it was a tick for me.’
Jennifer says that she made a point of entering the programme with ‘an open heart,
willing to try everything out’. ‘I can honestly say that the workshops, mentorship,
therapy, Trading Places and pitching practice all impacted on me and directly
helped me to get to where I am now. I constantly recommend YMI. I don’t call it an
employment scheme but a women’s empowerment scheme. Through the
programme you get more empowered to find more of your authentic self that
might have been robbed by the job search, by having tried things and failing, or by
thinking should have been at a certain point by a certain age. The programme
feeds you.’
Jennifer had always been skeptical about the value of therapy, feeling that she
would be told things she already knew about herself. But her views have since
changed. ‘The therapy was amazing. It was not about fixing me but making things
clear and helping me to find solutions and helping me to stay on track. I highly
recommend it and plan to stay with it even after YMI’.
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Early on in the programme, Jennifer shared some of her creative, entrepreneurial
ideas with her mentor and with other women on the programme. One of these
ideas revolved around a card game for children that would ‘uncover hidden
histories and hidden figures’. Tied closely to her interests, the card game aims to
challenge white-male dominated narratives of histories - in a fun and less
confrontational way.
Jennifer attributes the development of her card game to the honest, focused and
nurturing responses that she received from her mentor and from the women at YMI.
‘My mentor was very present, engaged with my ideas, was pro-active, positive and
helped me to focus, and pitch. The support that I got from all the other women
quieted the voices of doubt in me.’
Trading Places further encouraged Jennifer to think with a ‘business-head’ and to
present and market her card game to the public more effectively in a highly
competitive market. Jennifer plans to pursue her card game in the upcoming
months.
Jennifer received valuable information from the workshops in respect of CVs,
interviews, pitching and maintaining personal and professional boundaries but also
feels that ‘just hearing all the wonderful stories of resilience and passion from those
who came to address the group….and the fact that they were so willing to share
their information, to speak and connect outside of the workshops made a lasting
impact’.
Jennifer further feels that the workshops have equipped her to navigate new
environments and situations. ‘The amazing thing is that many of them were held in
different parts of London and I had to learn how to get to new places and meet new
people and also enter posh establishments that I would never have felt comfortable
before. I realize now that I have started a new job, that I am able to enter new or
unpredictable situations, feel calm, and feel that I have a right to be there. That’s
the great thing about the programme. It does stretch you but in a way that to me
felt organic and you don’t realize just how much stuff they are preparing you for”.
A month before her time at YMI ended, Jennifer got a 12-month work placement at
the National Trust’s Museum School. She is responsible for presenting the
museum's collections and running events in a way that ‘re-tells stories, opens up
new narratives and engages new audiences’. This is directly in line with her passion
and interests. She also plans to develop and market her heritage-based care game
in appropriate platforms linked to the Museum. Jennifer is keen to be part of the
museum’s movement of change, and ensure that many more black women are
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involved in programming and marketing within the heritage sector, and that it is
‘not just a fad’.
“I know for a fact that without YMI I would not have gotten that job. It’s not selfdeprecating to say that. From the first day at YMI, where we got to stand up and
talk about who we are and what we were doing to then doing the pitching session
and the workshop that gave us tips on doing job interviews and writing our CVs . All
the way through from that first day, my self-confidence was brewing. She feels that
the YMI team gave her vital support to assist with the job application from practical
tips to organizing a literacy coach (she has dyslexia), to sourcing a suitable outfit for
the interview and being and being a sounding board for interview practice.
“I honestly think that YMI should be studied. It is a model that any educational
environment should have because it puts you in a growth mindset and then it also
supports you. I think it is so successfully because they really care about every aspect
of what might be affecting a woman and her progress. I can’t say enough good
things about YMI”.

Melisa’s Story (Spring 2019)
Melisa grew up in a small town in Oxfordshire and moved to London when she was
18 to fulfil her dream of becoming a dancer. Following 3 years at dance school, she
auditioned for various dance and theatre productions while also working as a barhost and part-time receptionist in order to cover her monthly bills. Melisa soon
decided that she should also pursue her passion for yoga and managed to get
herself to India to take a month-long yoga course that would allow her to teach.
During Melisa’s time in India, she realized that she was extremely exhausted and
was suffering from ‘burnout’. When she returned to London, she felt emotionally
and physically unable to deal with difficult situations, and ended up breaking down
during one of her ‘method acting’ classes. There were also certain aspects of her
childhood, that lay just ’beneath the surface’, affecting her mental health. She felt
that her lack of confidence and self-belief were affecting her ability to audition for
dance and acting roles, and that she was not making her progress in her chosen
creative field. Melisa, however managed to get part-time work temping as a PA.
Soon thereafter, she won a competition and was offered a placement at a
prestigious advertising company, despite having no relevant work experience. Here,
she learnt a great deal about the advertising business and the relationship between
culture and advertising. However, over time, Melisa began to struggle at work; the
masculinist environment and lifestyle associated with advertising were taking its toll.
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Her colleagues were very outspoken and opinionated, and she felt that that she
could not articulate her ideas promptly and confidently. ‘There was something
ingrained in them that was not ingrained in me. I felt that I was losing my voice.’
She became noticeably subdued at work and ended up leaving.
‘I was at a low point and needed help. I wanted to sort out why I could be in a room
full of people but I could not voice my opinions and ideas’. Around this time,
Melisa saw an advert for YMI in an advertising bulletin and felt that it could provide
the help and support that she needed. She was struck by the intimacy of the
interview and the genuine interest YMI showed in her as a person of colour. ‘I
remember being asked questions about my background and my family. I talked
about the circumstances under which I grew up and I felt they understood the
things that I wanted to be known for. My background is a big part of my voice.’

Melisa attend YMI from May to September 2019, and was impressed by the range
of activities it offered. The mentorship was important as it empowered her to reflect
on ways in which she could blend her interests, passion and work experience into a
financially viable career. ‘With dance and art, you can often be dreamy and
imaginative but not do practical things to follow through. My mentor was a
business and sales consultant for Microsoft. We started out talking about my big
picture, my dreams. She then helped me to think practically about how to achieve
that’.
During the mentorship, she and her mentor worked out a plan to build a yoga
business that would specifically incorporate her love for dance. They discussed
ideas, concepts, brand guidelines, e-mail templates, websites and social media
campaigns. Melisa’s vision for her yoga business emphasizes qualities of movement,
vibrancy, dynamism and the act of ‘waking up and coming alive’ - in contrast to the
idea of ‘stilllness’ that yoga is usually associated with. ‘ She uses the phrase ‘living
colourfully’ to capture her vision.
At an overall level, Melisa ‘loved the variety of YMI - from emotional support and
therapy to functional help such as writing cover letters and CVs to the practice on
pitching professional ideas, and getting to the core of what to send out to people
to build a business.’
Melisa was also inspired by the various speakers who addressed them at weekly
workshops. ‘Hearing what they've been through and what they’ve achieved really
made a big impact at a time when I felt that I had completely failed and when I was
feeling up and down.’ She particularly enjoyed the ‘sales and negotiating’
workshop, and confidence-building workshops.
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Furthermore, she was emboldened by YMI’s practice of getting women to discuss
the workshops each week. Melisa grew up as the ‘odd-one out’ in a majority white
town in Oxfordshire. ‘The experience of being at YMI was life-changing and vital
because when I grew up, I always felt different. But at YMI, I found myself in an
environment where I felt comfortable to articulate my opinion. It made me care less
about what people think of me because I felt that I was worth listening to..and that
all our opinions counts. At YMI, we were encouraged to express our views. The
feedback that I got in class, speaking to Asma and Roxi ... seeing my views being
taken into account, being told that I was intelligent… changed how I felt’.
Melisa feels particularly positive about the therapy sessions she had during her time
at YMI. ‘I had done some therapy before YMI, but at those times, I was not able to
talk about things. During therapy (at YMI), I got to the point where I could talk and
reflect on what lead me to the point of not being able to work…’
Soon after completing YMI in September 2019, Melisa moved back temporarily to
her family home in Oxfordshire. She currently gives 6 yoga classes a week which she
travels to London for. She continues to audition for acting/dance roles. In the
upcoming weeks, she plans to spend further time on marketing and growing her
yoga brand and also hopes that - with the further support of YMI, she will have
more concrete opportunities to give yoga classes in workplaces and other
professional or social spaces.
‘While things have not all fallen perfectly into place, I feel I can get there and that I
am on the right track. Before YMI, I realized I had lost track of what I’d wanted. I felt
that I lost the ability to dream, and lost my ability to express my voice.
I will never allow myself to be in that place. YMI allowed me to reflect on where I
was in my life and it gave me strength again. I am excited about what may
happen…”

Yolanda’s Story (1 year follow-on from cohort 8)
Since completing the YMI programme in February 2018, Yolanda has worked as a
freelance journalist for a range of publications, including Grazia Magazine, New
Magazine and Blacpire, while also doing part-time work at a welfare organization
assisting homeless people. She has provided editorial assistance, pitched story
ideas and written her own pieces mainly on cultural and social topics. Yolanda will
continue to do freelance journalism work, but hopes to secure a full-time job
preferably at a magazine focusing on issues facing women of colour.
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Yolanda’s professional goals were clear to her well before she began the YMI
programme. She had already completed a degree in journalism and knew that she
wanted to write, preferably for magazines. However, Yolanda felt unequipped to
navigate the world of work and unsure about how to present herself to prospective
employers. ‘YMI 100% helped me to get where I am now. It built my confidence,
gave me support at a particularly difficult time in my life and got me to interact with
the right people. Before YMI, I had 2 job interviews for the entire year. After YMI, I
had 10 interviews on different jobs. YMI made a huge difference’.
The mentorship at YMI had - and continues to have - a major impact on Yolanda’s
professional development as well as on her own feelings of self-worth. “My mentor
was amazing. She read over my cover letters, helped me to polish my CV and to
articulate what I could do. She took me to industry events and shared her contacts.
Nancy saw my potential. We are still in touch. Whenever there is a time that I doubt
myself, I speak to Nancy and it pulls me up, she reminds me how far I have come.
Talking to her makes me feel different about myself.’
Yolanda’s participation in the programme coincided with a particularly difficult time
in her life - just two weeks into it, she experienced an unexpected, personal
tragedy, followed by the death of a close family member. ‘I didn’t know whether I
should stop or finish the programme. I called Roxi and explained what had
happened. She was really supportive and wanted to arrange to have someone talk
to me. She organized a counsellor, which I really appreciated as it helped me
immensely during this time (when) one thing after another was going wrong’.
Yolanda feels that YMI offers a unique level of ‘individualized care’, which
specifically helps to raise the confidence levels of people from marginalized
communities. ‘When you are from a certain demographic and background there are
several things which take away your confidence. We are surrounded by an
expectation from the media and society that you will have a baby and live in a
council estate for your whole life and not aspire to anything further and so many of
us lack confidence. Then for me, there were also personal factors. My dad was very
negative about me and I am critical of myself. Asma and Roxi pushed me to do the
best I can and be the best I can be. If any of us did not turn up, they would call us
up to see if we were okay. There was always one-to-one-care. They rated each of
us.’
Yolanda feels that the workshops specifically improved her public speaking abilities,
helped to facilitate her entry into the professional world and strengthened her
confidence. While she has grown up in a diverse neighbourhood in London, being
able to hear and reflect on the stories of other women at the workshops has
broadened her experiences. “YMI improved my communication skills, prepped me
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better for the working world and also helped me to be more confident. I am also a
lot more patient now. I am just very grateful that they helped me in my life.’

Yolanda hopes to return to YMI as a mentor and share her experiences with other
women. ‘With each year, the program become stronger and stronger and I see
Asma and Roxi doing what they can do to their very full potential. They are giving
people information and resources to help them succeed and introducing them to
new people. YMI gives you positive -can -do attitude. I know what I want to do in
my life and I would have not been able to get this far it wasn’t for the mentors and
YMI. They genuinely care while you are there and after you finish.’

Nova’s Story (1 year follow-on from cohort 9)
When Nova completed a master’s degree in journalism in 2015, she felt highly
positive about her work prospects. ‘I believed that I would come out of university
and get a job, and get it easily. I had a plan for my life.’ However, the ‘job search
was disheartening’, and she soon began to ‘lose confidence and feel despondent’
about her future. She applied for jobs at various news houses and publications,
traveled up and down the UK doing interviews, but was unable to secure a full-time
job. During this time, she mainly did ‘loads of internships’.
Nova heard about YMI from the Facebook group ‘Social Fixt’ - which advertises jobs
for people from diverse background who want to enter the creative industries. But,
she did not think of applying. ‘I got to a mindset where I thought this was probably
one more thing I will apply for but not get.’ However, a friend convinced her to
apply. While she found that the application process was a relatively straight-forward
one, she would have preferred a ‘one on one’ interview over a ‘group interview’. It
was hard for her to open up about herself in front of others at a time when she was
feeling defeated because of the job search.
Nova participated in the YMI programme from January to July 2018. One of her
personal aims was to understand why she was finding it so difficult to secure a
suitable job despite people telling her that she was a good writer and that she
would easily succeed on the professional job market.
Nova feels that YMI gave her an important insight into the mainstream world of
journalism and prompted her to revisit her job-seeking strategy. ‘YMI opened my
eyes to the biases in the world. Journalism is a very white dominated field and it can
be hard for people of diverse backgrounds to get into the industry. Before YMI, I
did not take biases into account. But hearing about other people’s experiences
and talking about my own, made me see that the biases do play a part. I had been
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going for traditional (media) roles and YMI showed me that I should go not only for
traditional roles but also online and passion-based ones.’

Nova struggles with procrastination and feels that the YMI mentorship program
helped in a variety of concrete ways. ‘It was good to get a mentor to help day by
day. My mentor worked for TED talks and had written for different publications. We
formed a bond, met up quite a lot, made plans. She helped me with applications
and encouraged me to develop and push forward my blog idea’
At a personal level, Nova benefited from the opportunity to enter various work
spaces during the YMI workshops. ‘Seeing people of color working in cool spaces,
growing and thriving in their positions made me feel that this could happen, that it
was possible to work at these places’.
Relationships with specific workshop speakers proved to have tangible, longerlasting advantages. The speaker (Roshni Goyate – Co-Founder of The Other Box),
for example, who gave a workshop on copywriting and freelancing, directly assisted
Nova with applications and contacts. During this workshop, it also became clear to
Nova that she wanted to pursue a career specifically in copywriting.
Nova was highly impressed with the speaker from Publicis Sapient, whom she
approached after the workshop. They kept in contact and the speaker subsequently
introduced her to two creative directors at the company. This resulted in a 7-month
copywriting job at Publicis Sapient immediately after YMI, which was ‘an amazing
experience’.
The Therapy/Pastoral care assisted Nova in dealing with anxiety attacks mainly as a
result of confusion around career issues. On the whole, Nova feels that YMI played
a major role in tackling her sense of self- doubt that had resulted from repeated job
rejections. ‘I felt that if you can’t get a job it means that you are not good enough.’
However, ‘through therapy, the workshops, which gave us exposure, gave us
contacts, through being invited to a few events….and getting yourself out there
and seeing what other people do and that you can do what they are doing…all of it
helped my confidence …I feel closer to my career goals’.
Nova further believes that YMI has significantly expanded her professional range.
Before YMI, she had mainly been doing internships. ‘In my, mind I thought that I
couldn’t be a freelancer as I did not have experience. My mentor showed me that
this was not so and that I was holding myself back. Before YMI I was in a bubble
and out of the loop. I was applying aimlessly. I thought I knew what I wanted to do
but not really. At YMI, we were put in environments, connected to people and we
could see what we should be working towards. If I had not done YMI, I probably
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would not be where I am. Now I present myself for freelance roles. I am able to
think of myself as a writer. Before I thought I was not good enough for this. If you
limit yourself, you can’t make certain dreams happen.’

At an overall level, Nova credits YMI for increasing her self-belief and general
happiness. ‘I wish I had this (YMI) earlier…after I finished university. People can
really benefit from it. Especially with being a person of colour as you don’t get
given these sorts of opportunities but at YMI we went to events and saw how far
people in the industry have come. They have also had struggles and they share with
you how they got there. I feel much happier after doing YMI.’
Since completing the YMI programme and working as copywriting editor at Publicis
Sapient, Nova has been working as a receptionist at an advertising agency, while
also presenting herself for freelance copywriting work. Ideally, she hopes to get
back fully into the copywriting field, and is starting the process of looking for fulltime copywriting work, while also developing her blog. ‘I want to keep building and
growing’.
Update: Nova is now working as a Creative Copywriter at a leading news agency.

Clarissa’s Story (1 year follow-on from cohort 9)
After completing the programme in mid-2018 Clarissa enrolled for a degree in
Media production and is now in her second year Clarissa attributes the decision to
throw herself wholeheartedly into her media degree to YMI. ‘If I had not done YMI, I
would have felt stuck and doubted that I would have gone to university. I would
have carried on with my bad habits and being so pessimistic. It often takes
someone from the outside to notice your negative habits and to change them.’
After completing school, Clarissa was uncertain about whether to focus on
marketing, video-making or photography and what studying and working in these
respective fields would practically entail. She also felt that she lacked the strength
and confidence to proceed, she started to ‘feel that everything in life was going
wrong’. At 18, she felt the pressure of having to support herself but her job
applications were met with rejections. She was constantly fighting with her parents
who did not understand her decision to not go straight to university. ‘I was
stagnating, not moving, and while everyone else was seemed to know what they
were doing, I was just confused’.
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At one of the job interviews she attended, Clarissa met a fellow interviewee, who
told her about an ‘awesome’ programme she had recently been on - You Make it.
Clarissa returned home, researched the programme online and immediately
applied. She felt that the interview with YMI was something that on its own gave her
a personal boost at a difficult time in her life. ‘Roxi focused on me as a human being
and what I wanted for myself rather than what I could bring to someone else. It was
just different to any other interview I’ve had’.
Clarissa feels that the mentorship at YMI gave her an inside view into the media
landscape and was crucial in helping to clarify her intended study and career path.
Her mentor gave hands-on training on various elements of the video-making
process, which steadily gave her greater confidence in writing, story-boarding and
editing as well as a clearer sense of what various media jobs entailed. During the
mentorship, Clarissa completed her own 10-minute documentary on knife-crime in
London.
Clarissa’s 2 month ‘work placement’ helped her ‘break into a new circle of people’
working in the media field. Her networks expanded considerably as she attended a
variety of media-related events across London and was introduced to diverse media
professionals. She learnt new technical skills in video-production and feels much
more confident about entering the professional world once she completes her
degree.
“After my YMI work experience, I’ve become more comfortable in doing new kinds
of work. Before that, I had the mindset that I would only do specific things. There
was no leeway. And that left for little room for my own development. Now I am
much more open to putting myself out there. I am willing to take more risks and not
just do stuff I am familiar with. I have the confidence to do so. Before, I would
always underrate my ability, and would be applying for jobs in the dark. But now I
know not only where to reach out to, I also have the confidence to do it. Having
this confidence also makes me feel motivated; I feel I can achieve my own goals
and don’t need to wait for a single company and person to help me.’
As part of her degree in media studies, Clarissa is required to undertake practical
work - and she plans to do this at a media production company that she
encountered during her time at YMI.
Finally, at a deeper personal level, Clarissa credits the YMI programme for
fundamentally changing her view on how she approaches adversity in her daily life:
‘Before YMI, I felt that the world was against me. With all the negative things
happening to me - the job rejections and ongoing back and forth with my family, I
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felt only pessimistic. But through therapy, I was able to change my perception of
things that were happening in my life. Before, I would only just look at the bad side
and that was really it. With therapy, I could see that negative things happened, but
also look at the good things happening. Now I feel more lightweight … if i had
continued to take everything to heart, I would have destroyed myself. I know that I
still have a long way to go to achieve proper happiness. But I have lost the feeling
that there is a dark cloud hanging over me. Being at YMI has brought me
perspective and taught me to adapt to any changes in plan with the current
resources I have.’

5

MEASURING ECONOMIC IMPACT

This section considers the extent to which the You Make It programme achieves
value for money, by which we mean the extent to which it empowers its
beneficiaries to become financially independent and not (or less) dependent on
benefits. Our approach is a simplified Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA). In essence a CBA
(i) identifies all the benefits and costs associated with an intervention, (ii) puts a
value on each of these costs and benefits and (iii) assesses the relative balance of
each. We have applied this to the programme and show our estimates below.

Costs
The expected overall costs for delivery of You Make It programmes for the 2020/21
financial year is projected to be £203,478, which will cover the two cohorts of
participants featured in this report as well as an additional intake scheduled for early
2021. This total amount includes all central staff (wages, national insurance costs,
pension contributions, etc.) and non-staff costs (office costs, etc.).
As three cohorts will be delivered during the financial year, this needs to be prorated, and leads to the cost of a single cohort of £67,826. The total number of
participants for the two cohorts in 2020 was 42, making the cost of each individual
place £3,230.
There are other costs to the programme, including the value of the contributors
(e.g. workshop speakers and mentors) but these costs have not been included. To
the extent that there are costs to the You Make It programme (e.g. individuals being
paid a fee, rent on market stalls, etc) these will already be included in the turnover
figure given above. There is an argument that time given pro bono should be
costed and included, but we have regarded this as a ‘free good’ and not included
this as a cost.
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Benefits
Benefits can be either direct or indirect. The main benefits we have identified here
are:
•
•
•

reductions in state benefit payments;
reductions in costs of treatment for mental health issues; and
the receipt of wages.

Wider benefits have not been included. These benefits, including societal benefits
accrue because people in work are, for example, less likely to become ill and use
the health services and also less likely to become involved in anti-social or criminal
behaviour, which reduces costs to the criminal justice system. While evaluations and
CBAs of very large Government programmes can, and often do, include estimates
of these wider benefits the number of participants on some of these national
interventions commonly number in the thousands, where more reliable estimates of
the extent and value of these wider benefits can be estimated.
We have followed standard practice in that we have estimated the ‘outcome’ of the
participants after three months. Estimating the impact based on status immediately
after the individuals have left the programme is not normally considered to be
robust as there is no evidence that the changed behaviour has been maintained.
We also need to consider over what period the benefit should be claimed as being
due to the programme. Obviously, projecting it too far forward would not be
credible – even if the change is maintained, the extent to which changed behaviours
can be accredited to the programme or to other intervening life experiences
becomes difficult to determine. We therefore include in the estimates below values
resting on two assumptions that (i) the actual benefits accrue for a year since the
programme ended and (ii) the benefits are maintained for three years.

Reductions in benefits
Our data tells us that at the start of programme 12, 30 of the 42 participants (71 per
cent) were in receipt of State Benefits. At the end of the programme, this number
has reduced to 26 (62 per cent).
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On the assumption that the individuals would have been receiving basic benefit
payments (at an assumed rate of £70 per week), we calculate that the total yearly
benefit payments being received by all the participants at the start of the
programme was £109,200. With the reduction in the numbers of participants
receiving benefits, this reduces to £94,640. This indicates an annual benefit saving
of £14,560, or a 3-yearly benefit saving of £43,680.
Number on benefits at start of programme

30

Average benefit receipt (yearly)

£3,640
£109,200

Total benefits paid

Number on benefit at end of programme

26

Average benefit receipt (yearly)

£3,640

Total benefits paid

£94,640

Annual benefit savings

£14,560

3 years of benefit savings

£43,680

Reductions in costs of treatment for mental health
issues
The interviews which have taken place for the case studies (see Section 5) suggest
that a significant number of participants in the programme were suffering from
mental health issues (ranging from anxiety to depression) before starting, many of
which were overcome by engagement in the programme. We are therefore
including in the CBA the reductions in costs of treatment for these mental health
issues.
Our assumptions, based on participants’ self-declaration, are that 38 of the 42
participants (90 per cent) were suffering from some form of mental health issue. The
average cost of treatment for depression has been estimated at £2,085, including
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direct health and social care costs1. On an annual basis, the savings in health care
costs is £79,230, or £237,690 if applied to a 3-year period.

Number with mental health issue at the start of the programme
Cost of health care per individual

38
£2,085

Annual health care savings

£79,230

3 years of health care savings

£237,690

Increase in Wages
At the start of the programme, 21 per cent of the participants were employed and
79 per cent unemployed. By the end of the programme the proportion who were
employed had increased to 36 per cent. Ten women (24 per cent) also indicated
that they were freelancing at the end of the programme, some in addition to
employment. In total, 19 participants (45 percent) were economically active (15
employed and 4 freelancing only) by programme-end.
Of the 19 economically active participants, 11 provided details of their monthly
income. Overall, their average monthly income was £918. If we apply this income
level to the increase in employment, the yearly increase in wages is £110,160, with
the 3-yearly increase in wages being £330,480.

Number employed and/or freelancing at the
programme start

9

Number employed and/or freelancing at the
end of the programme

19

Increase in employment

10
£918

Average wage
Increase in yearly wages

£110,160

Paying the Price: the cost of mental health care in England to 2026, P McCrone, A Dhanasiri, A
Patel, M Knapp and S Lawton-Smith, Kings Fund, 2008
1
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3-year increase in wages

£330,480

Balance of Costs and Benefits
The balance of costs and benefits of the cumulated cohorts are shown in the table
below. On the basis of the assumptions outlined above, the benefits exceed the
costs by a factor of 3.01 if the benefits are accrued for a single year, or a factor of
9.02 if the benefits are assumed to accrue for 3 years.
Yearly
Costs for 2020 Programme

3 yearly

£135,652

£406,956

Reduction in benefit

£14,560

£43,680

Reduction in health care costs

£79,230

£237,690

Increase in wages

£110,160

£330,480

Total benefits

£203,950

£611,850

3.01

9.02

Benefits

Cost/benefit ratio
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A: PROGRAMME ENTRY PARTICIPANT SURVEY

2020 Programme Entry Participant Survey
About you
NAME:
How old are you?

Do you a have degree?

Yes

No

Are you currently in employment?

Yes

No

If you are currently in employment,
when did you start in your current
job?

Month

Year

Are you currently in education?

Yes

No

Are you currently on any benefits?
(Universal Credit, Housing, PIP etc)

Yes

No

If yes, please detail what benefits you are currently receiving.
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Your social world

1. How happy are you with the current size and make up of your social network
(your group of friends)?
Very happy

Quite happy

Neither happy
nor unhappy

Quite unhappy Very unhappy

2. How happy are you with the current size and make up of your work or
professional network?
Very happy

Quite happy

Neither happy
nor unhappy

Quite unhappy Very unhappy

3. How important do you see your professional network in terms of your pursuing
your current goals and interests?
Very
important

Quite
important

Neither
important nor
unimportant

Not very
important

Not at all
important

4. How important do you see your health and wellbeing to your personal and
professional development?
Very
important

Quite
important

Neither
important nor
unimportant

Not very
important

Not at all
important

5. How often do you interact socially with people from outside your social and
cultural background?
Very often

Quite often

Occasionally
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Very
occasionally

Never

6. How confident do you feel to interact and form new relationships with people
from different social and cultural backgrounds?
Very confident

Quite
confident

Fairly
confident

Not very
confident

Not at all
confident

7. How connected do you feel to opportunities that could benefit your personal and
professional progression?
Very
connected

Quite
connected

Fairly
connected

Not very
connected

Not
connected at
all

Your skills

8. How would you currently rate your social skills?
Excellent

Very good

Neither good
nor poor

Poor

Very poor

9. How would you currently rate your communication skills?
Excellent

Very good

Neither good
nor poor

Poor

10. How would you currently rate your ability to work in a team?
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Very poor

Excellent

Very good

Neither good
nor poor

Poor

Very poor

11. How well do you feel you currently understand how to promote yourself and
your personal brand?
Very well

Quite well

Fairly well

Not very well

Not well at all

12. How would you currently rate your skills in public speaking or presenting?
Excellent

Very good

Neither good
nor poor

Poor

Very poor

13. How would you currently rate your reading skills?
Excellent

Very good

Neither good
nor poor

Poor

Very poor

Poor

Very poor

14. How would you currently rate your writing skills?
Excellent

Very good

Neither good
nor poor

Professional development

15. How often do you access opportunities such as training, masterclasses,
networking opportunities or 1-1 support that are beneficial to your professional
development?
Very often

Quite often

Occasionally
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Very
occasionally

Never

16. How well do you feel you currently present yourself online when trying to
promote and market your skills?
Very well

Quite well

Fairly well

Not very well

Not at all well

17. How well do you feel you currently present yourself when speaking with
professionals?
Very well

Quite well

Fairly well

Not very well

Not at all well

How you feel about yourself and the future

18. How happy do you generally feel at the moment?
Very happy

Quite happy

Fairly happy

Quite unhappy

Very unhappy

19. How clear do you currently feel about managing your overall health and
wellbeing?
Very clear

Quite clear

Fairly clear

Not very clear

Not at all clear

Very
occasionally

Never

20. How often do you currently exercise?
Very often

Quite often

Occasionally

21. How important is healthy eating to you?
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Very
important

Quite
important

Neither
important nor
unimportant

Not very
important

Not at all
important

22. How self-confident do you generally feel at the moment?
Very selfconfident

Quite selfconfident

Fairly selfconfident

Not very selfconfident

Not at all selfconfident

23. How optimistic do you currently feel about reaching your hopes and goals in the
future?
Very
optimistic

Quite
optimistic

Fairly
optimistic

Not very
optimistic

Not at all
optimistic

24. How clear do you feel generally about your future goals and how to achieve
them?
Very clear

Quite clear

Fairly clear

Not very clear

Not at all
clear

25. How interested are you in potentially setting up your own business in the future?
Very
interested

Quite
interested

Fairly
interested

Not very
interested

THAT’S IT FOR NOW. THANK YOU!
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Not at all
interested

APPENDIX B: MENTOR SURVEY

2020 Mentor Survey
1. Did you feel you fully understood what was expected of you as a
mentor before you took on the role?
Yes

No

If no, please explain how or why you felt unclear and whether you felt
any clearer by the end of the programme.
________________________________________________________________
2. How useful did you find the mentor training session?
Extremely
useful

Very useful

Quite useful

Not very
useful

Not at all
useful

3. Did you feel you were a suitable match for your mentee?
Yes

No

4 Did your mentor regularly attend scheduled meetings or give you
advance warning if they were unable to?
Yes

No

5. Was your mentor eager to learn and actively ask questions?
Yes

No

6. Did your mentee generally follow up any suggestions or actions you
agreed between sessions (eg thinking through issues or challenges,
researching courses or internship opportunities?)
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Yes

No

7. Did your mentee demonstrate initiative, for example by bringing
their own ideas, questions, or research to meetings?
Yes

No

8. Were you generally satisfied with any future plans you agreed with
your mentee (eg applying for a course, placement or job?)
Yes

No

9. Did you notice a discernible change in your mentee between the
beginning and end of the programme (eg in attitude, confidence, or
motivation)?
Yes

No

10. Did you notice a change in yourself between the beginning and
the end of the programme?
Yes

No

If yes, please tell us more:

11. Would you be willing to mentor again in future programmes of
You Make It?
Yes

No
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